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Approximately 90% of cancer deaths arisedue to secondary metastases rather thanfrom the typically less aggressive primary tu-mours they originate from. Hence it is crucialto understand the mechanisms of metastaticspread.
In particular, the roles of mesenchymal-like(red) versus epithelial-like (blue) cancer cellphenotypes in metastasis are currently ac-tively investigated:Mesenchymal-like cancer cells have un-dergone epithelial-mesenchymal-transition,which makes them motile. They actively in-vade the extracellular matrix (ECM) usingmatrix degrading enzymes (MDEs) such asMT1-MMP or MMP-2.Epithelial-like cancer cells, on the contrary,are more proliferative at the cost of being lessmotile. It is hypothesised that they follow thepaths created by the mesenchymal-like cells’MDE-dependent ECM degradation.

Biological Background

The evolution of the MMP-2 concentration m(x, y, t) and of the ECM density w(x, y, t) isgoverned by discretising
∂m
∂t = diffusion︷ ︸︸ ︷

dm∇2m+ expression︷︸︸︷αcM −
decay︷︸︸︷ωm

∂w
∂t = degradation︷ ︸︸ ︷

−(η1cM + η2m)w
respectively, with reflective boundary conditions. These partial differential equations (PDEs)as well as the parameter values below are based on Anderson et al. (2000) and on biologicalpublications cited therein.Generally, during each time step, the cancer cells of mesenchymal and epithelial type movein an individual-based manner according to the depicted flow chart.
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The probabilities of movement for the move-
ment algorithm are derived by a cen-tral difference discretisation of a diffusion-haptotaxis PDE model. These probabilitiesare evaluated for all grid points using thenumerical solutions of the two equationsabove—coupling the individual-based celldynamics to these PDEs is the feature thatmakes this a hybrid model. The obtainedprobabilities allow us to subsequently de-fine five intervals, which correspond to cellmovement to the left/right/lower/upper gridpoint as well as to stand-still. For each can-cer cell, we then generate a random num-ber r ∈ [0, 1] that yields movement for thecell according to which of the five intervals rfalls into. For details on this algorithm seeBurgess et al. (2017).

Algorithm outline

Description Non-dimensional value Original value
dcM Mesenchymal diffusion coefficient 3.5× 10−4 3.5× 10−10cm2s−1
dcE Epithelial diffusion coefficient 1× 10−4 1× 10−10cm2s−1
λk Haptotactic sensitivity coefficient 2.6× 10−2 2.6× 10−6cm2s−1M−1
dm MMP-2 diffusion coefficient 1.29× 10−2 1.29× 10−8cm2s−1
α MMP-2 production rate 0.195 0.195× 104M−1s−1
ω MMP-2 decay rate 0.1 1× 10−5s−1
η1 ECM degradation rate by MT1-MMP 1 estimated
η2 ECM degradation rate by MMP-2 1 10−4nM−1s−1
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The Model

How can we create a spatially explicit individual-based model that combines cancer cellinvasion and metastatic spread?
Does intravasation require MDEs or does passive intravasation via ruptured immature vesselscause the bulk of metastases?
Are the abundant single CTCs or the rarer CTC clusters the main drivers of metastatic spread?

Underlying Questions
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Depicted are simulation results of the primary tumour’s growth dynamics: Mesenchymal-likecells have degraded the ECM using MDEs and have thus invaded tissue collectively togetherwith epithelial-like cells. Over time, some single cells and cell clusters have intravasatedinto the vessels, which are indicated in red in the simulation results.
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Here we see that—while the majority of the cells shed by the primary tumour above werekilled—around 0.01% of them successfully extravasated through one of the vessels (markedin red) onto one of the secondary grids. In this simulation, the secondary grids were chosento represent the brain, bones and lungs. As illustrated by the results, as time progresses, wefind various constellations of DTCs and growing (micro-)metastases at the secondary sites.
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